The researcher conducted the research to (at) the third grade Students of SMK Negeri 9 Samarinda, which concerns to the Narrative Essay Construction Ability Made by the Twelve Grade Students of Fowl class. It is based on the researcher's experience when he was a teacher in SMK Negeri 9 Samarinda. During the researcher taught, he found that English achievement of fowl class is cukup (average), but they had problems in using grammar, especially present perfect tense. In this study the researcher took 17 students as sample that were unique majoring for SMK in Samarinda and it is the only one in Samarinda. It is unique because breeding is usually a major in the university but now Samarinda has a vocational high school for learning animal cyclus. This research revealed that the ability of narrative essay construction of the students of the fowl department is fair. It is shown by the mean score that they get, that is, 66.11. Second, almost all students of fowl department of SMK Negeri 9 Samarinda difficult to write a narrative essay in English well. It is shown by the percentage of the participants who get C.
INTRODUCTION
One of the goal of vocational high school is able to create students as the output of the schools who can master well their specific skill of the major they choose. It will be a point plus for the students if their majoring-skill can be completed with good English in term of productive skills. One of the kind of productive skills in English is writing skills. In order to support the students in their learning process in the school especially in English subject, teachers should aware with the students skill as their object of the job. The teachers should take a note all aspects of English skills when teaching, hopefully those all aspects can be taught well.
One of the aspects of English that the students should comprehend well is active English or active skills. Active skill refers to productive skill that is speaking and writing.
Here, the writer emphasizes to conduct a research related to writing skill and It refers to writing subject Expressing ideas in wellorganized essay is essential to the success on writing. Through a good essay students can make their toughts clear to their readers. To be able to compose a good essay. However, students need some knowledge of what essay is, and later they are able to write one.
Hopefully by mastering writing skills, it can support their learning process in the school especially on English subject and as the additional skills that can be very useful in the future after they graduated from vocational high school besides their major skills based on their major they have chosen. In accordance So, the content of the students' essay is fair.
Below is the sample of student's writing which content is fair: shows that the student has limited knowledge of subject, it is seen from how he express the story about PSG experience. Little substance and inadequate development of topic, it is seen in too narrow point discussed.
The mean score of the organization item is 13.20. According to ESL composition profile 13.20 is in the range of 13 -10. 13 -10 means fair. So, the organization of the students' essay is fair.
Below the sample the organization of students' essay who get fair:
First time I fell so happy to get this experience. When we arrived at PT. Sadewo Farm, I was introduced to the head breeding and the other worker there. After that introduction, one of the workers sent us to our dormitory. Our dormitory was located not to far from the breeding and house workers. After put our goods, we came back to breeding to get instruction about our job. Our job was rather different. There were 2-3 and a worker in each breeding. The worker was to give instruction.
Our activities from 07.30-11.00 were:
Cleaning the water place Giving chicken feed
Giving various medicines
Cleaning the stable
Taking eggs
There were so many stable at the breeding bur t many of them were empty. The stables were divided into two kinds, postal and betray. My friend and I was placed at betray stable. We helped one of the workers there. We cleaned water place, gave chicken feed, and took the eggs then brought it to the warehouse. We got so many new knowledge and experience there.
At 11.00 O'clock we returned to our dormitory to have our lunch. After had lunch and took a rest for a moment we came back to the breeding. We continued our job until 16.30 then we came back to dormitory.
We did our practical at PT. Sadewo Farm during four month. There were so many knowledge I got. After we finished our practical we returned to school to continue our study. (S-
3)
The student's writing above reflects the vocabulary of the student's composition by looking at the vocabulary that is used by the student to express his/her idea in the essay.
From the writing it shows that the student has good vocabulary, it is seen from the vocabulary that is used by the student. In that essay, student frequently used effective word form and word order, and also correct usage that makes the meaning of the essay is clear. As a girl, my job is not too difficult. I just take water and take all the eggs in the stable. After bay day, usually we take a rest and go to the mess to eat. We got free foods from the canteen in the mess. About 2 o'clock we go to stable again to take eggs. We wash and count its. 
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Sometimes in the afternoon we take all the eggs more than two times because there are so many chickens there. I also to be vaccinator every week, we will give coryza and gumboro vaccine. My friends learn how to make good stable. If there are DOC (anak ayam) that come, we remove them to go to their stable. All the things will be difficult If there is DOC (anak ayam) that loose. We looking for them until night more over that place so cold and quietly.
There are a few people in there. We just stay in the mess if the night come. We often follow my friends who go to fishing because in my mess so quiet and many people said that there is a ghost and all of my friends see but I never look it.
Toilet in my mess so far from our room. If I want to go to there I always asked other to accompany me. Usually we go to there in the afternoon. We often given papaya by Mr. Pitter.
He has many tree fruits. We feel so happy when rambutan season. We can eat many rambutan from the tree. I unfortunately when I throw wood to the tree and it fall in my head. I feel so confuse and take a rest a long three day. This is the end of my experiences in PSG. (S.11) Based on the student's writing above it reflects the language use of the student's composition by looking at the language that is used by the student to develop his/her essay. In that essay, the student used very simple construction to show the problem and it also contain many mistake such as using error subject and verb agreement, using error word function and using incorrect pronouns. Besides, the student also used error tenses in almost sentences. The mean score of the mechanics item is 3.5. According to ESL composition profile 3.5 is in the range of 3.it means fair. So, the mechanics of the students' essay is fair.
Below the sample of the mechanics of students' essay who get fair:
On the morning, my friend and I gave chicken feed and water for chicken then I cleaned water placed and food place. On the afternoon I just gave water. It is because on the afternoon usually the weather was so hot, so that chicken needed more water. After that I didn't gave I returned to breeding on tomorrow morning.
My job was rather different than before. On that day I had to give vaccination for chicken.
Before chicken got vaccination chicken didn't gave water and chicken feed around two hours.
We mixed vaccine and water in a place then stirred it. After it was stirred well, we gave vaccine to chicken. The result of the percentage computation is that the participants who get A is 12 %, the participants who get B is 12 %, the participants who get C is 70 %, the participants who get D is 6 %, the participants who get E is 0 %. From the computation above, it can be concluded that the ability of the students of SMK N 9 Samarinda is fair. It can be describe that the ability of the students is still weak and should be increased. One way to increase the student's ability is by formulating new method in teaching learning process.
Conclusion
Based on the result of the research, the writer can concludes as follows:
The narrative essay construction ability is fair. 
